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n TPA #20 Helmfried gave us an account of the Berlin Luxuspapier firm
OPF. He reported difficulty in finding
cards printed by them and quotes an OPF
entry in Anthony Byatts Picture Postcards and their Publishers. However the
OPF entry in this book does need some
revision and amplification.

Earliest OPF cards
in England
By George Webber
© December 2003

London was not the only location for
these early OPF cards. There is one for
Brighton dated October 31st 1900, published by Henry J. Smith (see separate
Byatt entry). The writer of the card says
she paid the very high price of three
pence each! There is no explicit mention
of OPF. (ò)

he first cards of G&T I have collected
show the alphabet code which came in
use in 1910 as I know now, probably on occasion of G&Ts move into Bayersche Str.
77. But what was in the time before? The
firm was established in October 1906. It was
Dutch friend Henk Voskuilen who came up
with an answer. Henk is busy compiling a
list of Dutch cards printed by Dr. Trenkler &
Co, Leipzig, and I guess he has 1000s by
now. Dr. Trenkler & Co. used a special code
consisting of 2 numbers in bold type (for
the year), space, then card number up to 5digits, for quite some years. The code was
found at lower right corner position.
Henk had several cards with 08 and 09
year imprints which somehow did not fit into
the Dr. Trenkler numbering and the address
side layout differed also slightly. Luckily he
has also a good knowledge of other ppc
printers and their specific card layouts and
suspected the not fitting cards to be of G&T
origin and not Dr. Trenkler. Well, Henk was
right and found the answer for G&T card
codes of the years 1908 and 1909. Then I
received further help from Canadian reader
Maggie Toms. She has helped already sev-

In England OPF started in 1900 and not 1901. I have two embossed
photo cards of London dated 2nd December 1900. They are both
Copyright Frank Wheildon, Burlington Arcade. A point to note that
there is no mention of OPF on these early 1900 cards. Later on the
same cards appear without the Copyright Frank Wheildon but with
the usual trefoil OPF trademark on the back. (ò)

eral times before and has a good eye for
address side layouts of Canadian cards.
Maggie sent me several cards with G&T
codes, some with the 08 year imprint and
others with typical alphabet style and all
showed the same make and address side
layout. A big G&T customer in Canada was
The Yarmouth Portrait Co. from Yarmouth,
Nova Scotia. G&T supplied cards of various
qualitites to this customer during 1907 - 1913
according card finds. Yes, I said 1907  and
this knowledge is based also on Maggie
Toms. She discovered more cards with typical G&T design but with a plain 4-digit
number imprint only at lower right corner
position. This was of cause perfect co-operation and I wish to thank both Henk and
Maggie very much. I dont think that I would
have managed to find the answer so soon
without their help.
Henk assumes also that G&T might have
got some problems with the much bigger
firm Dr. Trenkler for using similar looking
codes on cards, and that this was the reason why G&T dropped it and used the alphabet code with year date from 1910 on. I
think he is also right with this explanation.

Possibly, at first, it was general OPF practise not to put their trademark on their very best cards. (Their cheaper lightweight collotype
cards had trademarks) This might account for the difficulty in finding the quality OPF cards today?

Probably OPF started out in England by licensing their cards to local
high quality dealers and did not initially put their trademark OPF on
the cards. Later on, about 1901, the dealers name was removed and
the OPF trefoil was put on the address side.
Finally we have this Groeten uit Amsterdam card. This has exactly
the same border to the embossed photo as the London card, but
there is no mention of OPF or anybody else! (ò)

(ò) I show here a Gruss aus Neustrelitz card of OPF type quality.
The card is heavyweight and the embossed photo has a very elaborate surround, but their is no mention of any publisher. Was this
OPF?
Typical G&T card number imprints starting with 1907 until 1927 when number moved
into stampbox (not original size but blown up to approx 200%)
G&T no. 8758 from 1908
printed for their Canadian
customer The Yarmouth
Portrait Co. who appears
not to have used own card
numbers. This address
side layout and type for
the word Post Card is
very typical for Canadian
G&T printed cards. But
NOT the only around!

Information welcome on how many other publishers put out this
type of luxury card, combining

Prince Street, Yarmouth,
N.S., nice but quite empty
street view. Monochrome
collotype on rough surface
board. The customer received also fine coloured
cards from G&T, hand as
well machine coloured.
Also with wooden border
design, glossy finish and so
on.

m an embossed photo

I wish it were clear whether Byatt had seen the rich range of OPF
cards quoted or whether he was working from an OPF promotional
list? There is a difference between what the manufacturer offers and
what the retailer decides to accept. The animal cards in silver frames
on coloured leatherette board quoted, seem particularly exotic? It
would be interesting to know if anybody has seen such a confection?
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m using very heavy card

(varies from about 50% to 100% heavier than usual)

m with an elaborate decorative surround to the photo?

Demand for such luxury cards was limited in England, they seem to
thrive in 1901/02 with a middle class market, then disappear gradually from 1903 on, as the working class took up PPCs.
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Glass & Tuschers card codes
4-digit number used for 1907. Followed
by Dr. Trenkler-like card no. with year
date in bold type in front used for 1908
and 1909. Alphabet with year number
code from 1910 on (Letter followed by
4-digit card number, space, year date).
Following list shows the alphabetical use
of letters by G&T, based on cards I have
at hand. Numbering appears to start
from 10 to 9999, then with next letter
same procedure again, also in same year.
Listed are always the lowest and highest
card nos per letter I have collected.
1910

A 475  8986
B 1488
1911 B 5278  7084
C 2440  6533
1912 C 9691
D 848  7884
1913 E 6208  7889
1914 G 5309  8379
H 2955
1915 H 5971  9428
J 4809  5210
1916 J 5175  7741
K 800
1917 K 3752  5234
1918 K 7329
1919 L 6517
1920 M 1077
1921 M 8787
1922 N 3423  4759
1923 O 5105
1924 O 9269  9502
P 48 2302
1925 Q 5218
1926 S 2127
1927 T 2277 3981
(* card code from now on in stampbox)
1928 V 2277  4618
1929 V 9325
1930 W 5177
X 303
1931 Y 5721  7419
Z 1619  4614
1932 Z 9204
1933 A 6513  9784
B 1832
1934 C 4840
1936 E 1111
F 5051
1937 F 7970
G 2436  9185
1938 H 6670
I 5673  9228
J 10009 ***
1939 K 340  11011 ***
L 3870  4998
1940 L 8745
M 3673  9102
1942 P 707
Q 3220
*** although I included these two 5-digit
numbers I believe they were never original card nos. Found on special promo
cards without any publ. imprint. Perhaps
for internal use only or just fictitious.
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I show a typical G&T address side with promotional imprint for
their small run special offer. 200 postcards for 4,50 Mark plus postage. After any photograph or sketch, including caption imprint.
Unknown customers received their cards under c.o.d. condition
and orders from abroad only when paid in advance. This way G&T
surely avoided plenty of trouble with payments.
For this special offer G&T used the regular monochrome collotype
process, first named Crayon but then Graphit. According my
samples of this process the customer received good to very good
quality for the money, as far as I can judge. Not every photo sent in
was good for reproduction, required extra retouches and work.
This promo card is also of special interest for the
G&T card codes. It is my most recent sample, bought
it while working on this article, and it shows the Dr.
Trenkler-like number used in 1908-09. (ill blown up to 200%)

I mentioned my printing sample cards of
G&Ts first location at Perthestr. 2. Rubberstamped address and process name let me
first believe that they started using the monochrome Crayon/Graphit = b/w process only.
Especially as I have not found any data on
the printing equipment G&T used in the
early years. Well, I soon realized that I was
wrong when Maggie Toms sent me the early
Canadian cards done by G&T, of which many
were multi-coloured. Then I received another G&T promo card with Perthestr. rubberstamp imprint. It shows the medieval center
of the German city of Braunschweig, and is
excellent machine coloured. The process was
just named Chromolichtdruck = coloured
collotype. No specific own name creation. In
coming years various processes and/or design names were used: Regina (with border
design but also duotone full-faced); Chromo-Iris; Sepia; Sepia-coloured; Bromophot; Opal gravure type; Opal-Glanz
(glossy finish); Spiegelglanz schwarz (high
glossy); Fotobrom; Lipsia; Azur-Spiegelglanz etc.
G&T followed the actual trends, means that
cards although done by collotype process
looked like gravure imitation, or later like
real photo cards. They perfected the finishing a great deal. Spiegelglanz is indeed a
thicker coating giving a very clean shining
look. Many would say the card to be a real
photo at first glance. Above mentioned process names do not cover the entire G&T program. Postcards were also available with or
without white border, deckle-edged, platesunk, matt or glossy, in different printing
colours, (hand)coloured and so on.

A

lthough Glass & Tuscher worked mainly
for customers in Germany, their export
activities are worth a further look. I already
mentioned this printer in TPA #20 page 45
(export to Netherlands in 1937). No isolated
case, as G&T continued to print ppcs for
customers abroad from the early 1920`s on
until the outbreak of WW2 (cont next page)
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Luxury greetings from Bruxelles, Belgium. Quite dark card board
with steel-engraved caption in white, inserted bromide photo of a
monument, the white floral ornamented border looks hand-painted
and was pasted onto card, which I understand to be difficult. Plus
the typical (for OPF) embossed painted white border. The dark
green card wasnt very suitable to write on. No OPF logo found.
Mailed to Berlin in June 1906. Surely an expensive card then.

Street view of the
village Mittenwald
on the River Isar
(Bavaria). Chromolichtdruck, G&T no.
A 3454 from 1910.
P/u in Sept. 1911.
Published by local
firm L(orenz) Kaindl, his tobacco shop
is seen on the right.
With plenty of postcards on display in
the shop window by
the way.

In contrast to the card on the left, here now a quite plain (sepia/
duotone on bright brown card) collotype printed view from Singapore. Malay House, card no. 13 for local publisher Koh & Co.
Not postally used, divided back. Below the dividing line we
find a typical OPF trefoil logo together with a FF logo which
stood for the (two) Formstechers who took over OPF later
completely. Guess this was a repeat order from Koh & Co..

OPF card?? Primus Nature Series; patent applied
for. Real Berlin Boards imprinted. Address side layout looks like OPF. Heavy card, picture side brown,
plate sunk to carry bromide photo, caption steel-engraved. Poor quality (damaged) photo of a park. Sold
with photo insert or blank? Card p/u Dec. 1905.

Award-winning dancing duo Schneider
Hansi und Rosi posing for the photographer. Monochrome collotype printed, with
G&Ts 200 cards for 4,50 Marks promo
advert on address side. Card no A 3848 from
1910. Not p/u. The duo is dressed in typical
southern Germany national custome. A
number 3 inside picture might stand for
card 3 in a series. Nice non-topo G&T sample. Their special offer for a small run of
cards at a fixed price was a clever idea. Also
for artists of regional interest only.

Campina. Eruptiunea unei sonde. The
successful search for an oil well in Roumania. Publisher line reads Depozitul Universal Saraga from Bucuresti. No. 2248. G&T
card no. B 1488 from 1910. This card was
mailed to Hungary in May 1911. Coloured,
b/w collotype with litho overlay colours and
(printing) lacque finish. Guess G&T had
some problems with the retouches of the
sent in photo, which appears to be not so
good. I have more cards from Roumania on
their (once) important oil industry.
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Alexandria - The column of Pompejus. Egypt was also a favourite market for OPF.
This card is really a production masterpiece! A combination of embossing and relief
printing. Heavy card with rough surface, some bright red-purple colour sprayed onto to
improve the relief look. Center space between (heavy embossed) columns cut out. The
address side with typical Egyptian UPU layout printed on a separate sheet and then
pasted onto the relief card = no problem to write on the (now even) address side anymore. Bromide photo (of average quality only) carefully cut out to fit into the space
between columns. Guess this was indeed an expensive item. Some undated handwriting, sent inside letter.  OPF logos are often imprinted in really small size and can be
overlooked easily. Here we find
the OPF trefoil
embossed only,
not printed, inside the picture
side at lower
right position.
See blown-up
detail below.
A nice card!
(detail 210%)

G

lass & Tuscher were typical picture
postcard printers, at least when I look
through the hundreds of G&T printed cards
I have accumulated over the years. Topos
were what kept G&Ts business running.
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From a dealers cheapo box comes this flag card
from Argentina. Published by an anonymous
publisher who used a triangle logo with Z. F.
B.(uenos) A.(ires) inside, often seen on cards from
Argentina. Knackstedt & Näther printed also for
this firm. Although the card shows not the previously described embossed border, I treat it as
OPF suspect. It is heavily embossed, again with
hand-painted ornaments and inserted bromide
photo (of President J. A. Roca?). OPF was quite
busy in South-America.
Walter sent chrismas greetings from (sunny)
Argentina home to Leipzig, Germany, and had
problems writing on the uneven (embossed)
address side. Someone removed the stamps and
with it the postmark. It is a divided back card
but with full UPU imprint. Guess it dates from
around 1905.
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